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Oxford to rework access routes and disability parking over time

FORREST SMITH | The Daily Mississippian

Currently there are a few disability parking spots across the Square, but many of them need different dimensions and curb
cuts for better accessibility.

BY AMELIA CAMURATI
Opinion Editor

Adam Brown cannot go to
The Blind Pig after 5 p.m.
“The Thompson Building
is technically accessible, but
you’ve got a situation where
you can go for lunch but not to
the bar at night,” Brown said.
While there is an elevator
in The Thompson Building
on the ground floor, the entrance is locked at the end of
the workday, therefore cutting
off all access to The Blind Pig
other than the stairs.
Brown was diagnosed with
cerebral palsy soon after he
was born and has used a walker since he was a year old. As

the president and one of the
founding members of the Advocates of Student Disabilities
Association (ASDA), Brown is
well-versed in what needs to
happen and what it will take to
make it happen.
Stacey Reycraft, director of
Student Disability Services and
chairman of the Mayor’s Committee on Disability Issues,
works both with campus and
city officials to help students
and Oxonians with physical
and mental disabilities.
Last year, the committee developed a plan for how to improve accessibility in Oxford,
and one of the main points in
the plan was the Square.
“That’s kind of the heart of

the city, and it’s unfortunate
that so many people can’t access the heart of the city,” Reycraft said.
Around the same time as the
introduction of this plan, the
Americans with Disabilities Act
Amendments Act was passed
and refocused the federal government’s commitment to disability access. The Mississippi
Department of Transportation
became involved and deadlines
were set by the state.
“Oxford was a little ahead of
the game because we already
had an ADA coordinator and
this plan in place,” Reycraft
said.
Now Al Hope, ADA coordinator for Oxford, and other

officials are in the midst of a
self-evaluation of the city and
county to determine where
things need to be added, replaced or renovated in order to
better adhere to the rules and
regulations of the ADA.
The self-evaluation covers everything from disability parking to the availability of Braille
and Teletypewriter (TTY) technology. Hope is equipped with
hearing devices and other gadgets to assist people with hearing and speech disabilities.
“We may never get a call, but
we have these kinds of things
just in case,” Hope said.
Thanks to Google Maps
and satellite technology, Hope
said he has been through every street, sidewalk and curb
in town from the comfort of
his office, and when he finds
something that needs a second
look, he can get there physically as well.
“If I’m not satisfied with
that, that’s what I have the bicycle for,” Hope said.
By May, Hope will have finished the self-evaluation and is
set to finish the transition plan
timeline by November.
Many buildings in Oxford,
including City Hall, are on
the historic registry and do not
have the foundation to handle
some renovations, such as chair
lifts and elevators, but Hope
and the committee are finding
ways around that.
New access routes and ramps
See PARKING, PAGE 4
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ROCK THE BUS BENEFIT
Help The Graduate Student Council “Rock The Bus” to benefit the
Mississippi Teacher Corp, and get
free tickets to the Ole Miss/Samford baseball game (scheduled for
6:30 p.m. today) when you bring a
bag of school supplies.
Supply List:
Calculator
Copy Paper
Manila Folders
Pencils
Pens
Tape
Three-Hole Punch
For more visit olemiss.edu/rockthebus
Begins at 6 p.m.
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Current, former UM students arrested in drug bust

DJ Coates

Joseph Coates

BY KEVIN WILLIAMS
The Daily Mississippian

One University of Mississippi
student is in jail and two others
are facing criminal drug-related
charges after a drug bust carried
out by the Mississippi Narcotics
Bureau.
The students were arrested
following a 10-month investigation that combined the efforts
of narcotics authorities in both
the City of Oxford and Rankin
County.
Joseph Coates, a sophomore,

Nimer Fino

was arrested on sale of MDMA
(ecstasy) and possession of marijuana on Thursday, March 10.
His father, Northwest Rankin
High School Football Coach David Coates, 55, was also arrested
on possession of marijuana with
intent to sell.
Joseph Coates failed to post
bond and is jailed in Rankin
County.
The Oxford Narcotics unit
confirmed that the other arrests
occurred Friday, March 11.
Maryalice Rae Coates, also a
sophomore and the sister of Jo-

Maryalice Coates

Mary Jane Miranda Tanner Prewitt

seph Coates, was charged with
two counts for the sale of ecstasy.
Others arrested were Jordan Tanner Prewitt, 20, (one
count of sale of ecstasy), Nimer
Fino, sophomore (possession of
MDMA), and Mary Jane Miranda, 23 (sale of marijuana).
Although the Clarion-Ledger
reported Friday, March 16, that
all persons arrested Friday were
students at Ole Miss, records at
the registrar’s office indicate that
Miranda is no longer enrolled as
a student and display no record

of Prewitt.
Keith Davis of the Oxford Narcotics Bureau said that according
to his knowledge, all persons arrested Friday had posted bond.
According to asst. dean of students Scott Wallace, the University normally waits to take disciplinary action for off campus
drug and alcohol related arrests
until there is a conviction issued
in a court of law.
If convicted, those arrested
face felony charges that carry the
potential sentence of both monetary fines and imprisonment.
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AT&T and T-Mobile combine forces
BY MATTHEW
HENRY
Columnist

T H E

It was announced Monday
that AT&T will acquire TMobile for $39 billion. This
move looks to combine the
nation’s second- (AT&T) and
fourth-largest (T-Mobile) mobile telecommunication companies.
A lot of people are keeping
a close eye on this deal. It is
interesting to note that while
T-Mobile is a relatively large
network in the United States,
it is not owned by an American company.
Deutsche Telekom, a telecommunication company in
Germany, will sell its T-Mobile division once the acquisition is approved by both German and U.S. regulators.
On one hand, this can be
seen as something that will
have a negative impact on
consumers. As companies
merge, competition decreases
(since there are fewer companies competing for the same

consumer).
There is already a lack of
choices when it comes to picking a mobile phone service
provider. With this move by
AT&T, those choices become
even fewer.
I have talked in previous
columns about the absurdity
of mobile carriers charging as
much as they do for something
as simple as text messaging.
Without a vibrant competing
marketplace, practices such as
that go unchecked.
On the other hand, mobile
telecommunications represent
a large initial investment by
private companies in the communications
infrastructure
that allows us to talk to one
another from across the country.
Because of this setup, it is
impossible to think that there
would be dozens of companies
investing billions of dollars in
creating seemingly redundant

infrastructure.
The CEO and chairman of
AT&T said “(The move) will
improve network quality, and
it will bring advanced LTE
capabilities to more than 294
million people.”
He goes on to describe the
economic advantages that
consumers will be able to take
advantage of with the combined power of T-Mobile and
AT&T.
I think this is especially important moving forward over
the next decade. Soon, 3G
speeds will seem slow — for
some people it already does.
As we move to higher mobile
connection speeds such as LTE
and WiMax networks, it is
important to have companies
prepared to offer consumers
the fastest and most reliable
(which AT&T is not always
known for) connection.
There definitely needs to be
a balance, however, between
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maintaining consumer choice
and merging companies in order to combine resources and
infrastructure.
In the 1980s we saw the
forcible break up of AT&T,
and over the past decade we
have seen it slowly come back
together.
I think this move, in the
end, will be beneficial to consumers and will have relatively
few consequences on consumer choice.
As long as we do not enter a scenario where there are
only one or two options (like
we have now for high speed
broadband Internet) then we
will be all right.
This will allow for subscribers to both companies’ plans
to have a better experience,
allowing them to cut costs associated with redundancies.
If Verizon and AT&T decide to merge, we will have
some serious problems.

The Daily Mississippian welcomes all comments.
Please send a letter to the editor addressed to The Daily
Mississippian, 201 Bishop Hall, University, MS, 38677
or send an e-mail to dmeditor@gmail.com.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no longer
than 300 words. Third party letters and those bearing
pseudonyms, pen names or “name withheld” will not be
published. Publication is limited to one letter per individual per calendar month.
Student submissions must include grade classification
and major. All submissions must be turned in at least
three days in advance of date of desired publication.
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No vote? No voice. It’s a no-brainer.
BY LEXI
THOMAN
Columnist

With convention season right
around the corner, rumors as to
who will add his name to the
presidential race for 2012 are
beginning to fly, and the political energy in our country is
picking up.
Even with the actual election
well over a year away, the talking heads of the U.S. media
make it seem like Americans
will be hitting the polls next
week.
As I sit down to write this,
President Obama’s Gallup Poll
rating hovers at 46 percent approval, 45 percent disapproval
and a 3 percent margin of error.
It is no secret that some Americans are unhappy with the actions of the current administra-

tion. Whether their discontent
stems from his stance on health
care reform or his economic recovery programs, among other
issues, all of these topics are
regular fuel for debate on cable
news stations and around dinner tables across the United
States.
While discussing the upcoming election with a close friend
of mine a few weeks back, our
conversation wandered back to
the 2008 election, where Barack
Obama won over his opponent
John McCain. Staunchly antiObama, my friend proceeded
to list the reasons why he now
— based on the last three years
— believes that McCain would
have made a better president.
That is when I asked a simple
question, “So whom did you
vote for in 2008?”
With lowered eyes, he answered: “Well, I didn’t.”
Let me begin with the statistics. The number of young,
habitual voters has been alarmingly low since voting rights
were expanded to 18-year-olds
in 1971. Of my voting age

NEWSWATCH

bracket (ages 18 to 24) only 49
percent of us voted in the 2008
election according to the U.S.
Census Bureau. When you
compare these statistics to the
rest of the voting population of
the United States, the numbers
are appalling.
So who is voting, you ask?
Senior citizens. Those between
45 and 64 and 65 and up, the
two voting blocs, had 69 and
70 percent of their voters head
to the polls, respectively. That
means that these age groups
are influencing the policy and
legislation that will be affecting
our generation long after they
die.
For the age group with the
smallest voice, we have the
most to lose in each election.
While I am not at all surprised by the statistics, I was
shocked by the fact that my intelligent, highly-opinionated,
politics-obsessed friend has
never bothered to give himself
a voice in our government.
How could someone who
spends so much of his own
time discussing politics never

exercise one of his most crucial,
fundamental rights as a citizen
of the United States?
I have heard several excuses
for voter apathy. Of course,
just as you have the right to
vote, each and every American
has the right to not vote.
An age-old excuse: “It isn’t
like my one vote matters anyway.”
Consider this: If every senior citizen said the very same
thing, I guarantee the election
results would be very different
indeed.
Yet another excuse I have
heard is that registering to vote
is too complicated. In truth, it
can be confusing, but there are
many resources available that
streamline the entire process.
Organizations like Rock the
Vote make it easy for young
Americans to register.
The group’s website (rockthevote.org) gives step-by-step
instructions that simplify the
process which, depending on
the state, can be complex or
hard to do while attending
school away from home. In
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election season, Rock the Vote
also makes getting an absentee
ballot from a student’s home
precinct relatively painless,
provided that the voter requests
the ballot before the deadline.
While there seems to be some
positive change in the polling
numbers in the last few years,
we still have a long way to go.
In the end, simply complaining about the current state of
affairs or the sitting president
to your friends will never
change anything. Change requires action, and the smallest,
easiest thing that you can do as
a citizen of the United States is
to exercise your right to vote.
We need to rebel against
the apathetic stereotype with
which politicians from all sides
label our generation – and for
now, rightfully so.
Americans throughout U.S.
history have protested, fought,
gone to war and died in order to give you a voice in our
democracy, and that voice is
heard the loudest in the voting
booth.
It is time you use it.
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Mississippi proceeds with Sex Education Bill
This is the first part of a two part series about Bill 999 concerning Sex Education.
BY JACOB BATTE
The Daily Mississippian

For many years teen pregnancy
has been a sore subject for the
people of Mississippi.
The State of Mississippi has
the fifth-highest rate of pregnant teens in the country, with
85 people per 1,000, according
to a study done by the National
Campaign to Prevent Teen and
Unplanned Pregnancy in 2010.
The study also shows that Mississippi has the highest rate of
sexually active teenagers in the
country at 61 percent.
In a 2009 study done by Avert.
org, an organization devoted to
averting HIV and AIDS, Mississippi had the highest rate of chlamydia and gonorrhea and the
fifth-highest rate of primary and
secondary syphilis.
Current Mississippi law does
not require schools to have classes
in sexual education.
If schools choose to teach sexual education, they must teach
abstinence and stress that it is
the only completely effective way
to be protected from unplanned
pregnancies and sexually transmitted diseases.
The issue has remained fairly
untouched over the last couple of
decades, with a federally funded
abstinence-until-marriage education program that began under
former president Bill Clinton.
Schools were never forced to
integrate that program — which
received over 5.7 million dollars
in federal funds in 2008 — into
their curricula.

In an article in the Hattiesburg
American, Senator Chris McDaniel, R-Ellisville, said he was
concerned about the effect the
ambiguity of the law would have
on students.
“Frankly, I have concerns about
the abuse of sex education classes
in schools,” McDaniel said.
“What we are seeing is a number of teachers who are beginning to impose their viewpoints
on students. I don’t want this to
become an indoctrination ceremony. I want a scientific-based
approach.”
House Bill 999 is what state
senator Lee Yancey, R-Brandon,
said he hopes to be the answer to
that problem.
“Teen pregnancy is something
that is a problem in Mississippi,”
Yancey said. “When teens do
get pregnant, they either have
an abortion, or the girls have
the baby without a father being
there.”
Yancey said that children who
grow up without a father normally live in poverty or a lower
income level than a child born to
older parents.
“Many times it affects the
mother, it affects what kind of
education she could have got
with college, or what kind of career path she might have taken,
so this bill was one small piece of
the puzzle trying to address the
problem of teen pregnancy in the
state,” Yancey said.
Representative John Mayo,
D-Clarksdale, a co-author of the
bill, said he believes this is a problem that has been overlooked for
too long.

“2007 was the first year that
births to unwed mothers exceeded the births of wedded mothers, and that has progressed for
the last two years,” Mayo, chairman of the Teen Pregnancy Task
Force, said.
Mayo said the legislature of the
state has a responsibility to deter
the rate of births to unwed mothers, and in particular to teenagers, for several reasons.
The biggest one, according to
Mayo, is that it is a drain on the
state budget in regards to Medicaid because usually these babies
are born premature, underweight
and malnourished.
Bill 999, which was signed by
Governor Haley Barbour this
past Wednesday, will ensure that
schools teach sexual education
and will force the local school
board to choose between abstinence-only education and abstinence-plus education, giving parents the option to remove their
children from the class.
An amendment to the bill states
that regardless of what the school
boards choose to teach, they will
not be allowed to include any instruction and demonstration on
the application and use of condoms.
The bill is set to go into effect
for the 2012 academic year.
The key to the bill has been
that schools will have to choose
something to teach.
“Right now school boards have
the option of teaching sex education, and some of them choose
not to,” Yancey said.
“Now school boards have to
make a choice.”

Yancey said he was unsure if the
bill would be effective but that
something is better than nothing
when it comes to teaching teens
about safe sex.
The bill will be enforced for
five years, at which time it will
be evaluated to see if either abstinence-only or abstinence-plus
education, or both, were effective
in reducing the teen pregnancy
rate.
Abstinence education teaches
students about the importance
of abstaining from sex altogether,
namely waiting until married to
have sex.
It informs students about the
physical and mental dangers of
having pre-marital sex, but does
not teach the students about contraception.
Abstinence-plus
education
teaches students about the importance of not having pre-marital sex, but unlike abstinence ed,
it also teaches the students about
contraception.
Both courses also try to educate the students on the dangers
of sexually transmitted diseases.
All teachers will go through a
mandatory abstinence education
training session, and the course
will then be integrated into either
a biology or health class.
“It’s a tough issue, and something that we need to deal with.”
Yancey said.
“To deal with it, we need to go
a step further. If we can figure out
how to make men and women
get married, stay together, stay
with their kids and love their
kids, we could solve just about
every problem in the world.”

Follow
us Anywhere
twitter/thedm_news

continued from page 1

will be added to the rear of City
Hall, along with disability parking spots, to keep the antique
building’s original look while
making it easily accessible for
everyone.
“You don’t have to ruin the
look to fix the building,” Reycraft said.
The price for these renovations is unknown as of yet, but
Hope said he plans to gather the
numbers within the year and
phase it into the budget year after year.
“You get a cost on it, you know
what it’s going to cost,” Hope
said. “You phase it in year after
year in your transition plan. But
first, we gotta find out what areas we need to do.”
The ADA requires that there
be one disability parking spot
for every eight spots, and Hope
expects there to be at least one
on each side of the Square by
the time the transition plan is
finished.
“The parking space is more
than just the blue lines,” Hope
said “That’s not very special.
But if we have to do curb cuts,
that’s going to be different.”
As of right now, there are a
few spots across the Square, but
many of them need different
dimensions and curb cuts for
better accessibility. A disability
parking spot at Abner’s on University Ave. was recently redone
because a shrub bush was blocking accessibility on the right
side.
Hope and the committee are
focused on the Square right
now, but they are working their
way across the city after that.
More details will be available
after the self-evaluation is finished in May.
“We try to be as high-speed
and no-drag as we can, but you
have to be motivated to do this
kind of stuff,” Hope said.
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Oxford Hosts Law school grad nominated
to be U.S. Attorney
Art Crawl
BY LANCE INGRAM
City News Editor

Oxford will host its firstever art crawl tonight.
The event is sponsored by the
Yoknapatawpha Arts Council,
Oxford Tourism Council and
the art venues involved.
It is a collaboration of venues
and vendors in the City of Oxford that feature openings and
exhibits all on the same night
as one coordinated event.
“A bunch of art groups
around town used to hold
openings on different nights
so we were stepping over each
other and multiple openings
were held on the same night,
which got confusing,” Wayne
Andrews, director of the
Yoknapatawpha Arts Council,
said.
“So, we asked, what would
happen if we opened them all
on the same night?”
Andrews and the vendors
plan to find out tonight, when
art enthusiasts can bounce between galleries to find what
suits them.
Participants will be able walk
between venues if they want,
but the double-decker bus will
also be running as a continuous shuttle between locations.
“We’re not trying to compete
with each other because we’re
all trying to raise the opportunity to experience art, so with
all the groups getting together
we felt we would better serve
the public if it was a monthly
event,” Andrews said.
Modeling the event after the
success of similar events in
Memphis and New Orleans,
Andrews said he hopes the
event will help people experience art in a more coordinated
fashion.
“We wish we could be bril-

liant and say we thought of
something new, but what we
really thought of is how this
works in other cities and we
have so much art that happens
here, we have to coordinate
those efforts,” he said.
Participating venues include
the University Museum, Gallery 130 in Meek Hall, Southside Gallery, Frame Up Gallery
and the Powerhouse.
Andrews said that once they
announced the spaces available, they had artists decide to
set up within retail spaces and
will have fringe locations at
Faulkner’s Alley, Holli’s Sweet
Tooth, Cicada and Nella.
“So you can go to one place,
park on the Square and go to
Southside or Frame Up, then
the shuttle bus will pick you
up and you can go to the next
place,” Andrews said.
Each location will have its
own show happening, so participants will be able to see
different forms of art.
“It’s going to be fun, because at Southside, Lazy Magnolia beer is doing a tasting
for those of age,” Andrews
said. “Each location is trying
to have something a little fun
and social.”
Andrews said the art crawl
will become a monthly event,
set for every fourth Tuesday.
“This is the first time we’ve
done this, so we need lots of
people to come out, support it
and go ‘What a great idea this
was,’” he said.
Aside from the University
Museum, all of the venues will
have art for sale.
The evening will be capped
off with Soule playing at the
Powerhouse to help raise money for the Art Council.
The event is from 7 p.m. to
9 p.m. and is free.

get your morning fix

BY SARAH HARDEN
The Daily Mississippian

University of Mississippi Law
School graduate Felicia Adams
was recently nominated to serve
as the U.S. Attorney for the
Northern District of Mississippi.
Adams was selected by President Barack Obama for the position after she was recommended by Mississippi Congressman
Bennie Thompson.
If President Obama’s selection
is approved by the Senate, Adams will become the first woman appointed as a U.S. Attorney
for the state of Mississippi and
will have the honor of being the
top federal prosecutor and chief
federal law enforcement officer
in the district, which includes
Lafayette County.
Adams graduated from the
University of Mississippi Law
School in 1984 after receiving a
bachelor’s degree from Jackson
State University. She was a member of the Black Law Students
Association and was known as
a hard worker by many in the
law school, including Parham
Williams, dean emeritus of the
law school.
“She is a very intelligent lady
who was always focused as a student and as a consequence did

quite well academically,” Williams said. “I have always been
impressed with Felicia’s intelligence, legal ability and commitment to the rule of law.”
After graduating from the law
school, Adams received the position of judicial clerk to Tennessee western district Judge
Odell Horton and worked for
Horton until 1985.
Adams provided legal counsel
to former Mississippi governor
Ray Maybus until 1989 when
she was appointed Assistant
U.S. Attorney for the Northern
District, for which she worked
until 2000. She was then appointed as Assistant U.S. Attorney for the Southern Mississippi District, for which she
currently handles civil litigation
cases.
Bennie Thompson, who is
currently serving his ninth term
as a congressman of Mississippi’s
second district, is the longestserving black, elected official in
Mississippi and nominated Adams for her diversity, hard work
and extensive experience.
“She’s a smart, hard-working
and committed attorney who
will be an excellent U.S. Attorney,” Thompson said.
Law school Dean Richard
Gershon said that Adams’ nomination is a great honor for not

Good food Real music
www.proudlarrys.com

only Adams, but for the law
school as well.
“We are proud that Felicia is
a graduate of our law school,”
Gershon said. “She joins many
great leaders, including governors, senators, members of
Congress and judges at both
the state and federal level who
have been trained by the School
of Law.”
U.S. Attorneys serve as the
country’s principal litigators in
most of the cases involving the
United States. This includes the
prosecution of criminal cases
brought by the government as
well as the prosecution and defense of civil cases in which the
United States is a party.
One U.S. Attorney is appointed by the president to each
judicial district, and the nomination must then be approved
by the Senate.
The district for which Adams
has been nominated includes
the Alcorn, Benton, Calhoun,
Chickasaw, Choctaw, Clay,
De Soto, Grenada, Itawamba,
Lafayette, Lee, Lowndes, Marshall, Monroe, Panola, Pontotoc, Prentiss, Tate, Tippah,
Tishomingo, Union, Webster
and Yalobusha counties.
The U.S. Attorney General’s
Office instructed Adams to not
comment at this time.

211 s. lamaR, oxfoRd

662-236-0050
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Research takes blows for science

CAIN MADDEN | The Daily Mississippian

BY CAIN MADDEN
Campus News Editor

University of Mississippi student
Orathai “Nok” Pongruktham has
been hit in the head by a fish many
times, all in the name of research.
The fish, better known as the
Asian Carp, or more specifically,
the Silver Carp, has been called the
flying fish of the Mississippi River
by those who do not know better.

“Last time we went out on the
lake, it was terrifying because they
jump,” said Pongruktham, who is
a graduate biology student at Ole
Miss. “Hundreds of them jump at
a time.”
Pongruktham said sometimes it
gets so bad that her professor Clifford Ochs has had to protect her
from the leaping fish, which can
grow as large as 60 pounds.

“They hurt,” Pongruktham
said. “We sometimes come back
from the lake bloody.”
Ochs admitted, however, that
the leaping is not always a complete negative.
“We have two primary ways of
catching the fish for our research,”
Ochs said. “Anything that jumps
and lands in our boat becomes
our fish. We also work with some

commercial fishermen.”
Silver Carp is an invasive species
from China that was placed in catfish farms to help control algae in
the 1970s, and researchers are not
sure how they got into the river
system.
Now, it is estimated that hundreds of thousands of them are in
the river, and Ochs said they are
likely here to stay.
“They are like kudzu,” Ochs
said. “They are not going away.”
The team’s research is centered
at the Army Corps of Engineers
base at Forest Home Chute near
Vicksburg. The Ole Miss research
team, which received an $116,000
grant, is in its third year of funding.
Once they get the fish, the two
plankton experts and their assistants hand them off to a fish expert, who anesthetizes and dissects
the fish.
For their research, Ochs and
Pongruktham are primarily interested in the carp’s “stomach.”
“They have a large digestive
tract instead of a stomach,” Pongruktham said. “It is a big pack of
guts — 25 feet long.”
The research team is looking to
see what plankton the Asian Carp
is eating.
“We are taking samples from
the upper portion of the digestive
tract,” Ochs said. “There are lots
of ways that this fish can change
the food web, and we want to
study how.”
Ochs said what the fish does not
digest can also be interesting.
“Also, we are looking lower in
the tract to see what they are unable to digest,” Ochs said. “Certain kinds of algae seem to be able
to travel through the carps’ system
and continue to grow. These types
could actually benefit from the
fish’s presence.”
Pongruktham said this is not al-

ways the most fun part.
“We have to get the poop out to
see what they eat,” she said.
Ochs said that some smaller
types of algae benefit and could
grow more plentiful. However,
fish that also eat the same type of
plankton the carp eat could be in
trouble.
“One example is the paddle fish,
which is an iconic fish of the Mississippi River,” Ochs said. “There
is concern that its population
could become unhealthy. This also
has an effect on fish that feed on
these types of fish.”
Ochs said the Asian Carp could
also hurt the pocketbooks of commercial fishermen of the Mississippi River. Kentucky is trying to
market the fish as Kentucky Tuna
and sell it as food, since the fish is
likely here to stay.
Ochs said he had yet to try one
of the fish, but Pongruktham said
they were good.
“It was very tasty,” she said. “It is
a bony fish, but good.”
Ochs said another aspect of his
research that could be interesting
is helping China in repopulating
its waterways with the fish, which
is a staple food in its native country.
“They are having problems
growing their numbers due to water quality,” Ochs said. “Some of
what we learn could be important
to the Chinese as they attempt to
regrow the population.”
The issue of keeping the Asian
Carp out of the Great Lakes is one
of the most important debates
concerning the fish, Ochs said.
Illinois, which has a canal that
connects the lakes to the river system, is trying to come up with a
way to keep the fish out without
closing the canal. Several states,
including Michigan, have sued
Illinois in an attempt to get the
canal closed in order to keep the
carp out.
“They could already be there,”
Pongruktham said. “We just may
not know yet.”
Pongruktham joined the project
in 2006, when the research was
funded on a trial basis, and she
said it was a good fit for her. Ochs
said the Thailand native is a better
microscopist than he.
“I have better eyes and can see
what he cannot,” Pongruktham
said.
She said she was having fun doing the research.
“It does make me wonder why
I am still doing it, since this is not
my thesis,” Pongruktham said.
“But it is very interesting research,
and it does pay for me to go to
school.”
Pongruktham said she wants to
continue to do research when she
graduates, and she hopes to continue to devote her time to rivers.
“I’m looking for a post-research
job somewhere, maybe in Asia,”
Pongruktham said. “I plan to keep
studying plankton and river ecology. Maybe, one day, I will teach.”
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Laff Co.: Making Oxford Laugh
BY KYNDALL COX
The Daily Mississippian

Students who have watched
Whose Line Is It Anyway on television and thought, “I really want to
do that!” are in luck.
The University of Mississippi has
a group that improvises similar antics in Oxford. That group is Laff
Co., and it has been bringing laughs
to Oxford for several years.
“I saw a flyer for auditions, walked
to the Powerhouse in the rain, and
the rest is history,” junior biology
major Brian Spurlock said, remembering his journey to become a
member of Laff Co. “I saw them at
freshmen orientation, and they put
on a really good show. I knew then
that I wanted to join.”
“Laff Co. is an improv comedy
troupe made up of about a dozen
individuals who utilize improvisation to develop our comedy,” Bruce

Butler, the group’s director, said.
The group performs the first
Thursday of each month at the
Powerhouse, and every show contains a portion that is completely
improvised. The group usually
meets once a week to rehearse and
to hone comedic skills. Laff Co.
plays games that put each member
on the spot to help them better react with a comedic response.
Improv is short for improvisation, which means that the group
often performs scenes that have
never been performed or previously
rehearsed.
“I have always loved performing
and being on stage,” Spurlock said.
“Improv is different from anything
else because it can go so horribly
wrong, but that makes the rush
even more complete. And I have to
make sure to put my own stuff on
the back burner and be excited even
when I don’t feel like it.”

A Laff Co. performance usually
lasts one to two hours and consists
of a couple of skits, several improv
games and the occasional stand-up
performance.
The group emphasizes audience
involvement throughout the shows.
It even begins every show by rushing into the audience and dancing
on audience members. Two of the
games require the participation of
the audience, and audience suggestions are used for several skits.
“We try to end the show definitively with as little nudity as possible and invite everyone to come
back next time,” Spurlock said.
The group holds auditions at the
beginning of each semester and uses
Facebook as its main medium and
recruitment outlet.
Anyone is welcome to try out,
and no comedic experience is needed. Laff Co. looks for people who
are enthusiastic about comedy and

KYNDALL COX | The Daily Mississippian

who are prepared to perform without being prompted in different
skits and games with current Laff
Co. members to see how well they
work together.
“Go for it. It’s some of the most
fun you will have, and you never
know what you can take till you fall
flat on your face on stage,” Spurlock said. “It’s a real learning experience.”
Laff Co. also encourages every-

one to donate to the organization
through the Yoconapatawpha Arts
Council, the organization that
sponsors Laff Co.
“The arts program really is all
about helping to enhance the arts
in Oxford,” Butler said.
Anyone wanting to see Laff Co.
in its comedic glory can check the
group out at the Powerhouse Community Arts Center the first Thursday of every month at 9 p.m.

Who are
you in PG?

Who are
you in PG?

Clothing, Jewelry & Accessories
www.ShopPrivateGallery.com
On the Square • 306 S. Lamar • 662.236.4022
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Nicos Gun to play at Proud Larry’s tonight

The Daily Mississippian

As the indie scene continues to devolve, studio craft and talented engineers fall to the wayside, replaced by
the synthetic fuzz of modern analog
and thrifted 8-tracks.
Nicos Gun, a pack of Philadelphian production vets, is one of the
few acts to shun this fad altogether.
“So many people now are doing
bedroom, low-fi s---,” guitarist Barney McKenna said. “We’re coming
back to a time where you can make
bigger produced albums, and it’s not
corny. Like 70s Bowie where it’s really well done — we just have to be
tasteful about it.”
Thoroughly traveled studio engineer Harry Zelnick, who founded

Nicos Gun, serves as the band’s vocalist, drummer and “beat man.”
“We met up to make a Gorrilaztype album, but after a while it
turned into a full-band type thing,”
McKenna’s bandmate and fellow
guitarist Nick Bockrath said. “Then
we started playing shows about six
months ago.”
Since conception, the quartet,
filled out by bassist Andy Black, have
riled up a considerable following
with their 70s-funk-infused take on
sample-laden electro-punk, a sound
they characterize as “punk-rock Michael Jackson.”
As a unit, the foursome yields
quite a list of production credit.
They have worked with the likes of
50 Cent, Beanie Sigel and Ludacris,
as well as Philadelphia-based groups

Transparency is indeed one of the
band’s most respectable characteristics as Zelnick and company leave
the dispersal of their ever-growing
catalog to fans through word of
mouth advertising and audiovisual streaming. Using YouTube,
Facebook and their admittedly cool
website, Nicos Gun has crafted the
epitome of modern, independent,
promotional frameworks.
“Signing to a record label is like
getting married or something,”
McKenna explained. “Nowadays
you can‘t do as much as you used to.
Back in the day, they would give you
a million-dollar advance. Our plan
right now is to build it up on our
own. We’re just focused on developing our sound and not really looking
for a label.”
While Nicos Gun basks in its cultivated digital freedom with every
celebrated single and rave review,
the band slips further into a more
traditional mode of operation, a
transition marked by the release of
its debut EP.
“We’re making different covers for
each one and giving them out on the
road so that they’re one of a kind,”
Mckenna said of the release.
As for a full-length, McKenna remains unsure on a date but confirms
more than enough material is at
hand to fill out one or more records.

Now Leasing June & August

“It’s all about timing, but I would
like to have one out in three months
or so, but we’ll definitely have out a
serious, official record pretty soon,”
he said.
As a live act, Nicos Gun draws
heavily on the punk vein. A certain
grimy raucousness eats at the edges
its carefully crafted, big beat gleam.
Zelnick’s cagey yowl, comparable
to Andrew VanWyngarden’s of
MGMT, floods vast new territory as
he and his leather clad cohorts reach
a T-Rex-esque sonic spaciousness
unattainable in a studio setting.
Nicos Gun continues to expand
its innovative business model, sound
and reputation on the impetus of
making good music, adopting the
past as a blueprint for the future and
leaving nostalgia to the drones of
vintage-obsessed scensters.
“The whole indie rock scene is
made up of bands that do something
that’s trendy and in the moment,”
McKenna said. “It just comes in cycles without much energy to it, and
we’re just cut off from that music.”
Nicos Gun will be hitting the
stage at Proud Larry’s tonight with A
Place to Bury Strangers and Hooray
For Earth.
Doors open at 7 p.m. and the
show is at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8 at
the door.

YOUR HOUSE YOUR BATH YOUR RULES

PHOTO COURTESY OF NICOS GUN

BY JOSH BREEDEN

American Babies and The Roots.
The band‘s varied musical leanings and subsequently cobbled style
are a product of the equally diverse
Philadelphia music scene where they
grew up.
“Philly is a good combination
of white and black music, so it’s a
pretty mixed city,” McKenna said.
“And the cool thing about our shows
is that there is an equal number of
whites and blacks. We’ll do Prince
or something funky that anyone can
dig.”
In addition to the music, the foursome put particular emphasis on
the visual aspects of their project
through the release of homespun
music videos.
For their single “We Are Fluorescent,” the guys and director Shane
Clark created their own three minute zombie apocalypse, an appropriate theme considering their inspiration for this particular track.
“The song is about 13th Street,
where we live, and all of the weird
people you would see on the street.
So we had a zombie flick, freakydeaky type music video to kind of
complement that. It basically came
together as an accident,” McKenna
said. “We just want to bring people
in and show them what we’re doing.
We’re not trying to hide behind a
shroud of mystery.”

FREE High Speed Internet•
FREE Expanded Basic Cable•
3BR/3BA • 2BR/2BA • 1BR/1BA
FREE Water•
FREE Sewer•
FREE Daily Trash Pickup•
FREE Security System•
FREE Lawn Maintainence•
FREE 24hr Emergency Line•
Patio & Front Porch•
Ceramic Tile Floors•
Vaulted Ceilings•
Ceiling Fans•
Application
Stove/Oven•
Fee
Refrigerator•
Mon-Fri: 9am -5pm Sat: 10am-2pm
Washer & Dryer•
Come by our Office at 164-B Old Sardis Place
Dishwasher•
(662) 236-7736 or (662) 832-2428

Now Leasing
One Bedrooms at

Clearbrook

$0

CLASSIFIEDS
C L A S S IF I E D S |
5Bedroom 3bath Renovated, granite, huge deck and fenced yard. great
location. available August $2000/ mo
(662)832-8635

To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.
com/classifieds.

3B/3ba Willow oaks $1050/ mo inc wtr/
gbg,3B/2ba Shiloh $1100/ mo, Fences, All Have New paint/ trim/ carpet
(843)338-1436 or Oxford Rentals on
Fbook
3 Bedroom Houses @ Stone
Cove ONLY $725- 2bths, large bedrooms, outside grilling deck, quiet and
only 2 miles from campus. No Pets.
Now leasing for Aug. (662)234-6481.
1/2 Mile From Campus & Lamar
Park- great 2 bed, 1 bth house, hardwood floors, study, large closets, free
lawn care. No pets, quiet, mature graduate students or professionals. $785.
(662)832-8711.
Two-Story Condos- Now leasing
for Aug! Large 3 bdr, 2.5 bath, alarm
system, brand new condition, No Pets.
Quiet area just 2 miles from campus
ONLY $825. (662)234-6481.
Brand New Two Bedroom HOUSES @ TAYLOR COVE- 2bth, walk-in
closets, security system, no pets. Construction has started- only 9 homes being built. Reserve yours today for Aug.
ONLY 1 MILE FROM CAMPUS! $785.
(662)832-8711.
Walk to Campus and New Law
School- 2 bed, 2 bth, walk-in closets,
fireplace, No Pets, Quiet area, $750.
(662)832-8711.

The deadline to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday year round,
when school is in session.

Classified ads must be
prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run
Additional Features
(Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per
word

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503

Homes for Sale
3bed/2ba House FSBO 507 Bowie
Drive. 1645 sqft $149,900. Split/ open
design w/ fenced backyard. Call Ryan
(662)801-3241

Apartment for Rent
Tired of Roommates? 1BR w/ office. $495. Or furnished @ $625. 1 mile
to campus. Newly renovated. (662)2341550. www.pinegroveoxford.com
Oak Grove Apartments 2bdr
QUIET COMPLEX. Fully appliances.
Incld full sized w/ d, gas grills, fireplace
(wood incld), (CABLE & HS internet
incld). Pets welcome. 662-236-4749
www.oakgroveoxfordms.com
1 & 2 BR Apartments- On Orange
Bus Route!! Unfurnished Starting at
$545 or We Will
Make Moving Easy and Furnish Your
Apartment for $50/ mo (2BR) or $25/
mo (1BR)! Free
Golf and other Amenities! Call The
Links today at 662-513-4949.
Large 2BDR/2.5BA Townhouse
with appliances furnished with W/ D.
No pet policy. Quiet atmosphere. Year
lease required. (662)234-0000.
1,2 and 3 bedroom apts. available. 1 mile from campus. Cable and
internet included. Running out of space
for Fall! Check us out www.liveatlexingtonpointeapts.com or call 662-2810402.

House for Rent
TAYLOR MEADOWS 2 Bed/2 Bath
brick houses for rent on Old Taylor
Road. Starting June, July or August.
(662)801-8255 or (662)801-3736
1BR/1BA, 2BR/2BA, 3BR/3BA Houses for Rent. Includes all Full Size Appliances, Daily Garbage Pick Up,
Security System, Internet, Expanded
Basic Cable, Water/Sewer, as well as
all maintenance. Call 662-236-7736 or
662-832-2428.
3bedroom 2bath excellent location,
all appliances, big yard, available now.
newly renovated $1200/ mo (662)8328635

3Bed pet frIENDLY

PREGNANCY TEST CENTER Pregnancy Test, Limited Ultrasound, Information on Abortion Effects, Parenting,
and Adoption. All services are free and
confidential.
www.pregnancyoxford.
com. www.facebook.com/ pregnancytestcenter (662)234-4414
Liquidation Sale- New&Used
Creations. North Lamar/Molly Barr.
Furniture, antiques, TVs, clothes/
shoes, formal&wedding dresses, misc.
(662)607-4256.

Business
iPhone & laptop
repair

FREE Diagnosis!! PC/ Mac/ iPhone
Repair--All Work Guaranteed--AC
Adapters In Stock--Stop by today and
see why we are Oxford’s #1 Computer
Shop - 662.236.5670 - Beside The Big
Bowl

Full-time

SUMMER JOBS Undergraduate/ graduate students currently enrolled in any
college or university: SUMMER JOBS
are available in Meridian. $4,000 for 8
weeks of work. Housing scholarships
available. Check our web site at www.
rileyfoundation.org under “Summer
Work Program” for details.
Maintenance Technician Upscale student apt community near Ole
Miss has opening for full-time maintenance tech. Candidate must have
plumbing, carpentry, electrical; plus
Condo for Rent
have pool and HVAC certifications. Requires good customer skills and posiCONDO FOR RENT 2 BD 1.5BA BEST
tive interaction with residents. 1+ yrs
LOCATION -NEWLY REMODELED,
exp required. Competitive wage and
walk to campus. $700/ month plus debenefits. Send resume and salary hisposit Call 662-816-3955
tory to: mgroxford@edrtrust.com or fax
3BED/3BATH HIGH PT $1225MO/ to 662-513-4979 or mail to Campus
HARDWOOD FLOORS/ STAINLESS Creek / Attn: Community Manager / 101
APPL/ WALKIN CLOSETS/ GATED/ Creekmore Blvd / Oxford 38655. EOE
POOL MATT@KESSINGER (662)801- M/ F/ D/ V Drug-Free Workplace.
5170
Spanish speaking phone rep
Aspen Ridge- 2BD/2.5BA Unfur- needed. Payliance in Oxford, MS is
nished. $1200. June 1st. 3BD/3.5BA looking for a full time bi-lingual phone
unfurnished. $1500. June 1st. Agents representative. The ideal candidate
welcome. (662)801-2358.
should possess basic computer knowl2bed/2bath condo available for edge, be able to work in a fast paced
summer/ fall, W/ D, Dishwasher, gar- environment, and be open to unlimited
bage disposal, INTERNET INCLUDED, bonus potential and the opportunity to
tanning, tennis, fitness, volleyball, walk- advance with Payliance. We offer coming track, one mile south of campus, petitive pay and benefits. Please ap$760.00, JUSTIN (662)542-0611
ply in person at 2612 Jackson Avenue
West in Oxford, MS.

Weekend Rental

Condo For Rent Baseball, graduation and double decker weekends. 2/2
new wood floors/stairs. next to campus.
$400 wdburrou@olemiss.edu
not just football rentals
Weekends and more! Event weekend
availability/ pricing online. Check with
Kay for other dates. www.oxfordtownhouse.com (662)801-6692

Part-time
BARTENDING $300/DAY POTENTIAL
No Experience Necessary, Training Available. Call 1-800-965-6520
EXT155

Miscellaneous

Have You Got What It takes
to succeed in Business?
Applications are now being accepted for
Account Executive positions in the
Advertising Department of the Student Media
Center. In addition to above-average earning
potential, successful candidates have an
opportunity to move into management.
We are looking for highly motivated, responsible individuals
with outstanding communication skills and attention to detail.
You do not need to be a journalism major to apply. Preference
will be given to students studying business and those with prior
sales experience. Compensation is 100% commission;
a 20-hour a week commitment is required.
This is outstanding work experience in business,
and it will prepare you to succeed in the REAL WORLD.
If interested, pick up an application at the Student Media Center
in 201 Bishop Hall.

201 BISHOP HALL
TELEPHONE: 662-915-5503
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Part time opening with busy apt.
community. Flexible hours- 20-25
hours/week. Position will last approx. 6
months. Must have own transportation.
Looking for outgoing personalitilies with
marketing experience. E-mail resume
to ymcclure@heritageproperties.com
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BASEBALL,

continued from page 12

Overbeck makes it a family affair
BY MATT SIGLER
The Daily Mississippian

The name Overbeck is nothing new to the Ole Miss family.
Cody Overbeck, drafted by the
Philadelphia Phillies, was once
a Rebel as well.
Now, his younger sister Cali is
following in her brother’s footsteps at Ole Miss as a member
of the softball team.
The junior bats anywhere
from five to seven in the lineup,
and leads the team in hits and
total bases this year.
In the field, Overbeck is a
versatile player who has played
almost every possible position
other than pitcher. Her favorite position, however, is third
base.
“I love playing up and close
in the action,” Overbeck said.
“Third base lets me do that.
I like to read the batters and
their faces. You have to react,

be quick and be ready to get a
lot of balls.”
Overbeck is listed at 5-foot-4
on the Ole Miss roster — which
is deceiving considering her
strength. While on the shorter
side, Overbeck still manages to
belt home runs over the wall.
“It’s fun because they aren’t
expecting (me to hit home
runs),” Overbeck said. “I always
tried to hit for power. I think
it’s fast hands and then being
able to get through the swing
that gives me power.”
Despite the Lady Rebels’ disappointing 10-20 record, Overbeck has high hopes for the rest
of the season. Fun, however, is
her number one priority.
“I’m an upperclassman now,
and I get a little choked up
thinking I only have two seasons left,” Overbeck said. “We
have never been to a regional,
and it would be a huge step to
get over.”

Attention

Graduating Seniors!
Grad Fair 2011
Student Union Lobby

March 22, 23 and 24
10 am — 4 pm

Ole Miss Grad Fair
Sponsored by:

2010

Ofﬁce of Registrar, Career Center, Ole Miss Bookstore, Herff Jones Inc.,
Ole Miss Alumni Association, Class of 2011 Senior Ofﬁcers, Financial Aid,
Oxford Tourism Council, GradImages

Overbeck said being a part
of regional is something that
looms in her mind.
“I think doing something like
that would get softball more
credit here at Ole Miss,” Overbeck said. “It would get people
to notice the program more
than ever.”
After over two years of being
a member of the Ole Miss softball team, there’s one memory
that sticks out for Overbeck.
“I would have to say the road
trip to Florida,” Overbeck said.
“We were in the airport for six
to seven hours and had a 12- to
13-hour drive to Florida, and
on two hours of sleep ended up
upsetting Florida.”
As her career with the Rebels
progresses, Overbeck said she
hopes to not only improve individually but as a team as well.
Overbeck could help provide
the key to turning around Ole
Miss’ season.

strong this league actually is
in baseball.
This will help: think about
how dominant the SEC is in
football and double that for
baseball.
There’s not really any competition for the SEC’s college
baseball dominance.
California, a traditional
baseball powerhouse, announced in September that
it was cutting its funding for
baseball. Could this ever happen to Ole Miss?
While there’s plenty to complain about at the moment,
Ole Miss baseball fans have
even more to be thankful for.
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ALEX EDWARDS | The Daily Mississippian

Junior Cali Overbeck navigates the bases during an Ole Miss softball game. Overbeck’s brother, Cody, was a member of the
Ole Miss baseball team.

Cohen was quoted yesterday
saying he wouldn’t be surprised to see a team finish
.500 in Southeastern Conference play and go to Omaha
this year. Believe it or not, he’s
right.
The SEC has the No. 1, No.
2, No. 4, No. 10, No. 13 and
No. 20 ranked teams in the
country.
The conference is so strong
that the No. 10 ranked team,
LSU, can still get swept at
home and remain at top-10
team in the nation.
If you aren’t obsessed with
college baseball, you’re probably a bit ignorant as to how
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Despite losses, Ole Miss baseball
fans should still be thankful
BY ALEX LAKE
Sports Columnist

ADDISON DENT | The Daily Mississippian

The Ole Miss baseball team, led by coach Mike Bianco, dropped their first Southeastern Conference series at home this weekend to Alabama. The Rebels travel to
Knoxville this weekend to take on the Tennessee Volunteers.

It was a rough weekend for
Ole Miss baseball coach Mike
Bianco and company against
Alabama. After a promising
Friday night win, the Rebels
went on to drop the final two
games of the series.
Although I’m not so sure
there would be such a backlash
after the Alabama series loss if
it wasn’t for another series loss
to Tulane two weekends ago,
I nevertheless saw some interesting things being said on the
Internet.
I actually saw someone tweet
that the season is already as
good as dead for Bianco and
staff, and that it’s time to clean
house and start over.
After returning from throw-

ing up and/or laughing so hard
I couldn’t breath, an interesting thought came to my mind:
Are Ole Miss fans really so
spoiled when it comes to baseball that they feel like they can
make outrageous statements
like this?
Personally, I can’t remember being as spoiled by an Ole
Miss sports team other than
during the Eli Manning years.
Even then, there wasn’t much
to brag about other than the
Cotton Bowl.
However, I’m not going to
let this team and coaching staff
off the hook.
While playing righty/lefty
match-ups has become the
norm under Bianco, Sunday’s
ninth inning threw me for a
loop. Sending Jordan King
— who sports a lowly .184

batting average — as a pinch
hitter for Austin Anderson —
owner of a .240 batting average — with two men on base
and no outs down by two runs
mystified me (King struck out
swinging).
While I know that Bianco
and his staff know much more
about the game than me, to
even the most casual fan, the
move didn’t make sense.
Sure, there are other problems, but one thing Ole Miss
fans need to remember is that
this team was never expected
to do much. The 11-1 start
created Kool-Aid that Rebel
fans were eager to drink during the end of a disappointing
basketball season.
Mississippi State coach John
See BASEBALL, PAGE 11

Lady Luck’s Sweet Sixteen
BY ANDREW DICKSON
Columnist

When asked what it takes to
win the NCAA Division I Basketball Tournament, former
Louisville coach Denny Crum,
winner of two National Championships (1980, 1986), rePlease Drink Repsonsibly

sponded, “You have to be lucky,
and you can’t be unlucky.” This
is a perfect ideology for those familiar with “bracketology.”
In March, Lady Luck laces up
her shoes for the “Big Dance,”
the pinnacle of the American
sporting achievement.
The dance is the culmination
of the college basketball season.
A tournament committee sends
a newly expanded 68 invitations
out to conference tournament
winners and teams with worthy
choreography.
As the invitations are sent,
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the initial reaction is centered
around who is and isn’t coming to the party, though teams
on the proverbial “bubble” are
often upset about being left out
of the field, and teams such as
Virginia Tech, Alabama and
Colorado offer compelling arguments for inclusion, he who
cannot dance tends to blame the
DJ rather than himself.
Once the stage is set, analysts
begin breaking down every possible variable, from the coaching
decisions made at the top all the
way down to the location of the
court they’re made on.
But one variable cannot be
measured: madness.
Every cliche known to the
sports gods is present at the Big
Dance: nail-biters, no-brainers,
barn burners, buzzer beaters,
dark horses, heartbreakers, David and Goliath, Cinderella —
they’re all here, and Lady Luck
watches over the entire tournament to ensure that madness

ensues.
New storylines emerge each
year as we put the nation’s biggest name programs, coaches
and players on one collective
stage. This year Lady Luck chose
to celebrate her Sweet Sixteen
with some familiar faces (Duke,
Kansas, UNC) and a cast of
Cinderellas (Richmond, VCU,
Marquette).
After the second round (the
round of 64) games left them
with a free weekend, coach
Bruce Pearl answered questions
about his future and Rick Pitino
became a part-time CBS analyst. Meanwhile, Coach Mike
Krzyzewski of Duke earned his
900th win against Michigan and
is still dancing.
Star guards Jimmer Fredette
(BYU) and Kemba Walker
(UCONN) headline the remaining cast. Senior point guard
Nolan Smith of Duke and the
Morris twins of Kansas are also
worthy of attention, but Ohio
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State made a strong case for the
deepest and most talented roster
remaining in its 98-66 stomping
of former tournament darling
George Mason University.
However, the same insanity
that seems to steal the show each
March made itself known early
and often — from Morehead
State’s “dream shot” to Butler
bulldogging every bracket in a
game against Pittsburgh that
looked like it was being run
by bartenders at Buffalo Wild
Wings.
I’m no madman, but that’s insanity, or at least a brand of it
that has been repackaged as basketball and delivered via Greg
Gumbel. The madness is so
rampant each March that it has
become difficult to associate the
month with anything else.
I penciled in Duke, OSU,
Kansas and Wisconsin as my Final Four teams before the tournament began (with Kansas defeating Duke in the final), but
if it came down to it I would
bet my bottom dollar on March
Madness and its tools of mind
destruction (e.g. Bryce Homer
Drew).
March Madness resumes
Thursday night and the Elite
Eight will begin to take shape.
Be sure to watch — you never know who Lady Luck will
choose next.
That’s just how she dances.

